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0. INTRODUCTION
In this article we study the global solvability of a class of involutive
systems of real vector fields on the torus T nq1, at the level of p-forms,
p s 0, . . . , n y 1.
The vector fields are of the form
L s › q a t › , j s 1, . . . , nŽ .j t j xj
‘Ž n . Ž . Ž .where a g C T ; R , and we assume that › a r› t s › a r› t , j, k sj j k k j
n Ž .1, . . . , n, that is the 1-form a s Ý a t dt is closed. The variables arejs1 j j
n 1 Ž . nq1denoted by t g T , x g S , t, x g T .
Ž w x.To the system L , . . . , L we associate, in a natural way see 6 , a1 n
p Ž .complex of differential operators L s L s d q a t n › , p s 0, . . . ,a a t x
n y 1. Our aim is to carry out a study of the global solvability of the L p,a
p s 0, . . . , n y 1.
Our main result says that L p is globally solvable if and only if the 1-form
Ž .a is either rational or non-Liouville see definition 1.1 .
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w xWhen a is an exact form this result is contained in 3 ; we only assume
Ž . nthat a is closed and real . When p s n y 1 and T is replaced by a
compact, connected, orientable real analytic manifold M , our result is
w xcontained in 2 . When n s 1 our result is a consequence of results
w xobtained in 4 . We recall that the study of local solvability for this type of
w xsystem was begun in 5 .
Ž 1 nThe exactness of the complex generated by j n where j g H C ,
.j / 0 is crucial for the construction of solutions; the formula for u in
terms of f , where j n u s f , contains a denominator involving some of the
components of j ; this provokes the appearance of small denominators
Ž .diophantine conditions .
Our proofs are constructive: when proving that L p is globally solvablea
we construct u for any given f satisfying the compatibility conditions;
when proving that L p is not globally solvable we construct f satisfying thea
compatibility conditions but not belonging to the range of L p.a
1. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE
MAIN THEOREM
In this work T n denotes the torus of dimension n G 1 and S1 is the unit
Ž . n 1circle; the angular variables are denoted by t , . . . , t g T and x g S .1 n
XŽ n 1 p, 0 .We denote by D T = S ; H , p s 0, 1, . . . , n, the space of p-cur-
n 1 p, 0 < <rents in T = S , where H is spanned by dt , J s p; we are using theJ
Ž .notation J s j , . . . , j , 1 F j - j - ??? - j F n, dt s dt n ??? n dt .1 p 1 2 p J j j1 pXŽ n 1 p, 0 .If u g D T = S ; H then
u t , x s u t , x dt ,Ž . Ž .Ý J J
< <J sp
where the coefficients u are distributions in T n = S1.J
‘Ž n 1 p, 0 .Analogously one defines the space C T = S ; H .
Ž . Ž . XŽ n 1 q, 0 . ŽIf u t, x s Ý u t, x dt belongs to D T = S ; H or< J <sq J J
‘Ž n 1 q, 0 ..C T = S ; H , we consider the Fourier series
u s u k , j e iŽk .tqj x . ,Ž .ÃÝ
nŽ .k , j gZ =Z
where
u k , j s u k , j dtŽ . Ž .Ã ÃÝ J J
< <J sq
and u denotes the usual Fourier transform.ÃJ
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Similarly, we consider the Fourier expansions in the x variable
u s u t , j e i j x .Ž .ÃÝ
jgZ
For p s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 we define
L s L p : DX T n = S1 ; Hp , 0 “ DX T n = S1 ; Hpq1, 0Ž . Ž .a a
by the expression
L u s d q a t n › u , u g DX T n = S1 ; Hp , 0 ,Ž .Ž . Ž .a t x
n Ž .where d is the exterior derivative in T and a t is a real, closed 1-formt
on T n.
Ž . Ž . XŽ n 1 p, 0 .We note that if u t, x s Ý u t, x dt g D T = S ; H then< J <sp J J
n
L u s L u t , x dt dt .Ž .Ý Ýa j J j J
js1 < <J sp
Our goal is to find conditions for the global solvability of L pu s f ,a
‘Ž n 1 pq1, 0 .p s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, where f g C T = S ; H is given and u g
XŽ n 1 p, 0 .D T = S ; H is sought.
There are natural compatibility conditions on f for a solution u to exist.
We now move on to looking for them.
Ž . 1 ‘Ž n.Since a t g H C T and a is real we may write
a t s a q d A ,Ž . 0 t
where a g H1 R n f R n and A is a smooth function of t g T n.0
Ž . nGiven a s a , . . . , a g R we may define a to be Liouville if1 n
a f Qn and there are pŽ l . g Zn, qŽ l . g Z , qŽ l . G 2 and C ) 0 such that,q
for all l g Z ,q
Ž l .p Cj
max a y F .0 Ž l . lj Ž l .qjs1, . . . , n qŽ .
It is easy to check that this definition is equivalent to the same
definition taking the constant C s 1.
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For the analogous definition in the case of 1-form we have:
Ž w x w x. 1 ‘Ž n.DEFINITION 1.1 see 1 or 2 . For a closed, real a g H C T , we
define:
Ž . ni a is integral if 1r2pH a g Z for any 1-cycle s in T .s
Ž .ii a is rational if there exists q g N such that qa is an integral
1-form.
Ž .iii a is Liouville if a is not rational and there exists a sequence of
 4closed, integral 1-forms a and a sequence of integers q G 2 such thatj j
 jŽ Ž . .4 1 ‘Ž n.q a y 1rq a is bounded in H C T .j j j
By choosing 1-cycles s , . . . , s such that their homological classes form1 n
Ž n . 1Ž n . na basis of H T , Z and considering the linear map I : H T , R “ R1
given by
1
w x w x w xI b s b , . . . , b s I b , . . . , I bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 1 nž /2p s s1 n
one has the following result:
Ž w x. 1 ‘Ž n.PROPOSITION 1.2 see 1 . Let a g H C T be real and closed. Then
Ž . Žw x. ni a is integral if and only if I a g Z ;
Ž . Žw x. nii a is rational if and only if I a g Q ;
Ž . Žw x. n Ž l . niii a is Liou¤ille if and only if I a f Q and there are p g Z ,
qŽ l . g Z , qŽ l . G 2 and C ) 0 such that, for all l g Z ,q q
Ž l . Ž l .p p Cjw x w xmax I a y s I a y F .Ž . Ž .Ž . j Ž l . l lŽ l .q qjs1, . . . , n qŽ .
Ž .It is easy to check that the condition iii in Proposition 1.2 is equivalent
to the following condition:
Ž .X Žw x. n Ž l . niii a is Liou¤ille if and only if I a f Q and there are p g Z ,
qŽ l . g Z , qŽ l . G 2 such that, for all l g Z ,q q
Ž l . Ž l .p p ylj Ž l .w x w xmax I a y s I a y F q .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j Ž l . lq qjs1, . . . , n
Recalling that a s a q dA, one can check that0
a is integral resp. rational, Liouville, non-Liouville if and only ifŽ .
)Ž .½ the same is true of a .0
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n Ž . nIndeed, we write a s Ý a dt and set a s a , . . . , a g R . Thus0 js1 0 j 0 0 0j 1 n
Žw x. Žw x. ŽI aa s I a s a . By proposition 1.2 we have a integral or rational,0 0
.or Liouville if and only if the same is true of a , i.e., if and only if0
n nŽ .a g Z or a g Q , or a is Liouville .0 0 0
In the next lemma we will make use of the universal covering of T n,
P: R n “ T n.
‘Ž n 1 pq1, 0 .LEMMA 1.3. If f g C T = S ; H , p s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, and if
XŽ n 1 p, 0 . pthere exists u g D T = S ; H such that L u s f thena
L pq1 f s 0 1.1Ž .a
and
iŽc jŽ t .q j AŽ t .. Ãe f t , j is exact for all j g Z such that ja is integral, 1.2Ž . Ž .0
‘Ž n. U Ž .where c g C R is such that dc s P ja .j j 0
Proof. Since da s 0 we have L pq1L p s 0 and thereforea a
L pq1 f s L pq1L pu s 0.a a a
Ž .Thus, 1.1 is proved.
Ž .We will now prove 1.2 . By using x-Fourier series we may write
Ž . i j xu s Ý u t, j e and we see thatÃjg Z
L pu s fa
is equivalent to
Ãd u t , j q ija t n u t , j s f t , j , j g Z,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ãt
or
i j AŽ t . i j AŽ t . Ãd q ija n e u t , j s e f t , j , j g Z. 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ãt 0
‘Ž n.Suppose that ja is integral and let c g C R such that dc s0 j j
U Ž .P ja . Thus the following holds:0
P , Q g R n , P P s P Q « c P y c Q g 2p ZŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .j j
Ž w x. ic j ‘Ž n. Ž .see 1 . Thus e g C R . Therefore by 1.3 we have
iŽc jŽ t .q j AŽ t .. iŽc jŽ t .q j AŽ t .. Ãd e s e f t , j , j g Z;Ž . Ž .t
iŽc Ž t .q j AŽ t ..j ÃŽ . Ž .hence e f t, j is exact, and 1.2 holds.
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Ž .Remark 1.4. Note that 1.1 is automatically verified when p s n y 1.
In view of this lemma it is natural to pose the following
DEFINITION 1.5. Let E be the seta
‘ n 1 pq1, 0 pq1 iŽc jŽ t .q j AŽ t .. ÃE s f g C T = S ; H : L f s 0 and e f t , jŽ . Ž .a a
is exact for all j g Z such that ja is integral .40
p Ž .We say that L , p s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, is globally solvable GS if for everya
XŽ n 1 p, 0 . pf g E there exists u g D T = S ; H such that L u s f.a a
p Ž . p Ž .Remark 1.6. It is easy to see that L is GS if and only if L is GS .a a0
Indeed, we define
S : DX T n = S1 ; Hp , 0 “ DX T n = S1 ; Hp , 0Ž . Ž .
by
Su s ¤ s ¤ t , j e i j x ,Ž .ÃÝ
jgZ
where
¤ t , j s ei j AŽ t .u t , j , j g Z.Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
XŽ n 1 p, 0 .Then S defines automorphisms of D T = S ; H and of
‘Ž n 1 p, 0 .C T = S ; H ; S is also an isomorphism between E and E . Fur-a a0
thermore the following conjugation relation holds:
SL pSy1 s L p .a a0
We are going to state our main result.
THEOREM 1.7. For each p s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, L p is globally sol¤able if anda
only if a is either rational or non-Liou¤ille.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7
We begin with an auxiliary result.
LEMMA 2.1. For p s 0, 1, . . . , n let Hp V denote the ¤ector space of
p-forms o¤er an n-dimensional real or complex ¤ector space V; we also set
Hy1 V s 0.
Let j g H1 V be gi¤en with j / 0.
Then for a gi¤en g g Hpq1 V, p s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, the equation
j n ¤ s g 2.1Ž .
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has a solution ¤ g Hp V if and only if the condition
j n g s 0 2.2Ž .
Ž . Ž .is satisfied. Furthermore, when 2.2 holds, a solution to 2.1 is
1 Ž .sign r , j , . . . , r , . . . , jÃ1 pq1¤ s ? y1 ? g ? eŽ .Ý0 J Jyr4jr< <J spq1
rgJ
Ž . 1where we ha¤e used the following notations: e , . . . , e is a base for H V,1 n
n  4j s Ý j e , g s Ý g e , ¤ s Ý ¤ e , r g 1, . . . , n is any in-ls1 l l < J <spq1 J J < K <sp K K
 4dex such that j / 0 and where we ha¤e also used the notation J y r tor
 4 Ž .mean J y r s j , . . . , r, . . . , j when r g J.Ã1 pq1
Ž .Finally, the general solution to 2.1 is
¤ s ¤ q j n w0
with w an arbitrary element of Hpy1 V.
Proof. By reordering it suffices to prove the case r s 1. We may write
n1 j l
e s j y e 2.3Ž .Ý1 lj j1 1ls2
and also
g s g q g ,Ž1. Ž2.
where
g s g e n e , 2.4Ž .ÝŽ1. J 1 Jy14
< <J spq1
1gJ
g s g e . 2.5Ž .ÝŽ2. J J
< <J spq1
1fJ
Ž . Ž .By replacing e from 2.3 into 2.4 we obtain1
g s g q gÄ ÄŽ1. Ž2.
with
1
g s g j n e ,Ä ÝŽ1. J Jy14j 1< <J spq1
1gJ
n j l
g s g e y g e n e .Ä Ý Ý ÝŽ2. J J J l Jy14j 1< < ls2 < <J spq1 J spq1
1fJ 1gJ
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The compatibility condition j n g s 0 implies j n g q j n g s 0Ä ÄŽ1. Ž2.
and since j n g s 0 we also get j n g s 0.Ä ÄŽ1. Ž2.
Ž . 1Now, since j , e , . . . , e is a basis of H V we obtain g s 0. Thus,Ä2 n Ž2.
1




¤ s g eÝo J Jy14j 1< <J spq1
1gJ
Ž .is a solution of 2.1 .
From here it is easy to complete the proof.
2.1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7: SUFFICIENCY
Ž . p Ž .In view of ) and remark 1.6 it is enough to prove that L is GS if aa 00
is either rational or non-Liouville.
Suppose first that a is non-Liouville.0
Let f g E . By using Fourier series, in order to solvea0
L p u s f 2.1.1Ž .a0
we must solve
n
nÃi k q ja dt n u k , j s f k , j , j g Z, k g Z . 2.1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .Ý m 0 mmž /
ms1
Since a is not rational ja is integral if and only if j s 0; also0 0
n Ž .Ý k q ja dt s 0 if and only if j s 0 and k s 0.ms 1 m 0 mm Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Since f g E we have f t, 0 exact which implies that f k, j s 0 whena0
Ž .k s 0 and j s 0. Thus we may choose u 0, 0 s 0.Ã
Ž . nq1 Ž .When k, j g Z y 0, 0 we have
n
k q ja dt / 0. 2.1.3Ž .Ž .Ý m 0 mm
ms1
Since f g E we also have L pq1 f s 0 and thereforea a0 0
n
Ãi k q ja dt n f k , j s 0. 2.1.4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý m 0 mmž /
ms1
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Ž .Let M s M j , 1 F M F n such that
< <k q ja s max k q ja : 1 F l F n / 0. 4M 0 l 0M l
Ž .Lemma 2.1 applies to yield a solution of 2.1.2 , namely
1 ÃŽ .sign M , j , . . . , M , . . . , j1 pq1u k , j s y1Ž . Ž .Ã Ýi < <J spq1
MgJ
1 Ã? ? f k , j ? dt .Ž .Ž . Jy M 4Jk q jaM 0M
Then
1 Ãu k , j F C ? f k , j 2.1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã 1 < <k q jaM 0M
where C is a constant ) 0.1
Since a is non-Liouville, there exist constants C ) 0 and L ) 0 such0 2
that
pm yL n< <max a y : 1 F m F n G C q , ;p g Z , q g N.0 2½ 5m q
ÄThus, for each L g N there exists C ) 0 such that3
ÄyL nq1u k , j F C 1 q k , j ; k , j g Z y 0, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã 3
Therefore
u t , x s u k , j e iŽk .tqj x . g C‘ T n = S1 ; Hp , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝ
nq1Ž .k , j gZ
and L p u s f , i.e., L p is globally solvable in this case.a a0 0
Assume now that a is rational. Therefore there exists a minimal q g N0
such that qa is integral.0
For the proof in this case it will be convenient for us to split the action
of L p into certain subspaces, as follows:a0
Let A ; Z. Define
DX T n = S1 s u g DX T n = S1 : u t , x s u t ei j x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝA j½ 5
jgA
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X Ž n 1 p, 0 .The space D T = S ; H is defined in an analogous fashion.A
Let A, B ; Z with A l B s B and A j B s Z. It is clear that L p isa0p p < X n 1 p, 0 pglobally solvable if and only if L s L and L sD ŽT =S ; H .a , A a a , BA0 0 0
p < X n 1 p, 0 Ž w x.L are globally solvable see 2 .D ŽT =S ; H .a B0
We now choose A s qZ and B s Z y qZ. Note that A s Z and
B s B if a is integral.0
Ž . w xTo prove that L is GS , we proceed as in 2 , i.e., we make use of thea , A0
X Ž n 1 p, 0 .following isomorphism of D T = S ; H :A
T u t , qN eiqN x s u t , qN eyi cq N Ž t .eiqN x ,Ž . Ž .Ã ÃÝ Ýž /
NgZ NgZ
‘Ž n. U Ž . n nwhere c g C R is such that dc s P qNa and P : R “ T isqN qN 0
the universal covering of T n.
‘Ž n 1 p, 0 .Note that T is also an isomorphism of C T = S ; H and a directA
computation gives
Ty1L p T s d .a , A t0
‘Ž n 1 pq1, 0 . Ž .Let f g E . Then f g C T = S ; H , f t, x s Ýa , A N g Z0Ã i qN x pq1 icq N Ž t . ÃŽ . Ž .f t, qN e L f s 0 and e f t, qN is exact for all N g Z.a , A0y1 y1 Ã icq N Ž t . i qN xŽ .Let g s T f. Then g s T f s Ý f t, qN e e . Thus,N g Z
Ã icq N Ž t .f t , qN e , if j s qNŽ .g t , j sŽ .Ã ½ 0, if j / qN ;
Ž . Ž .therefore g t, j is exact for all j g Z, which implies g k, j s 0 whenÃ Ã
k s 0, for all j g Z.
Ž .Thus we may choose ¤ 0, j s 0, for all j g Z. For k / 0, lemma 2.1Ã
Ž . nguarantees the existence and asymptotic behavior of ¤ k, j , k g Z ,Ã
‘Ž n 1 p, 0 .j g Z. The corresponding ¤ belongs to C T = S ; H and is a solu-
tion of d ¤ s g.t
Since L p acts in an invariant way the component ¤ of ¤ satisfiesa A0p Ž . p Ž .L T¤ s f. Hence L is GS .a , A A a , A0 0
p Ž .We now show that L is GS .a , B0
It is easy to see that there exists C ) 0 such that
k C
na y G for all j g B and all k g Z .0 < <j j
Thus a behaves as if it were non-Liouville, provided we only use0
denominators belonging to B.
The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof in the case a is0
non-Liouville.
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2.2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7: NECESSITY
p Ž .Once again it suffices to prove that L is not GS when a is Liouville.a 00
Ž Žn . Žn .. Ž Žn . Žn . Žn ..Thus there exists a sequence p , q s p , . . . , p , q g1 n
Zn = N, n g N, such that
ynŽn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .0 - max p y a q s p y a q F p q q .Ž .l 0 1 0 1l 1ls1, . . . , n
Žn . Ž < Žn . < < Žn . <.n r2For n s 1, 2, . . . set a s p q q and for p / 0 we set1
uŽn . t , x s a Žn . ? eiŽ pŽn . .tqq Žn . x . ? dt n ??? n dt .Ž . 2 pq1
Žn .Ž . ‘Ž n 1 p, 0 .We note that u t, x g C T = S ; H .
We also set, when p s 0,
uŽn . t , x s a Žn . ? eiŽ pŽn . .tqq Žn . x . ,Ž .
‘Ž nq1 1.which belongs to C T = S . Thus, for p / 0 we have
n
p Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .L u t , x s a ? i ? p y a q dtŽ . Ýa l 0 l0 l½ 5
ls1
=eiŽ p
Žn . .tqq Žn . x . n dt n ??? n dt s f Žn . t , xŽ .Ç2 pq1
and when p s 0 we have
n
0 Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .L u t , x s a ? i ? p y a q dt s f t , x .Ž . Ž .ÇÝa l 0 l0 l½ 5
ls1
‘ Žn .Ž . ‘Ž nq1 1 pq1, 0 .Set f s Ý f t, x ; then f g C T = S ; H , p s 0, 1, . . . ,ns1
n y 1, and in fact f g E .a0
XŽ nq1 1 p, 0 . pClaim. There exists no ¤ g D T = S ; H such that L ¤ s f.a0
Proof. If such a ¤ existed then for each n g N we would have, by
lemma 2.1,
n$
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .¤ p , q s u p , q q i p y a q dt n w ,Ž . Ž .Ã Ý l 0 llž /
ls1
where w Žn . g Hpy1, 0 C is arbitrary if 1 F p F n y 1 and w Žn . s 0 if p s 0.
Thus, in the case p s 0 we would have
$
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .¤ p , q s u p , q s aŽ . Ž .Ã
XŽ nq1 1. XŽ nq1 1 0, 0 .and therefore ¤ f D T = S s D T = S ; H .
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In the case p / 0, we proceed to show that no choice of w Žn . will make
Ž Žn . Žn ..¤ p , q tempered as n “ ‘.Ã
Žn . Ž n w Žn . Žn . x . Ž Žn . Žn ..Set j s i Ý p y a q dt and we have ¤ p , qÃls1 l 0 ll$
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .Ž .s u p , q q j n w .
We now compute j Žn . n w Žn .. We have
n
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .j n w s i p y a q dt n w dtÝ Ýl 0 l J Jlž /
ls1 < <J spy1
n
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .s b dt n w dt s h dt s h .Ç Ç ÇÝ Ý Ýl l J J K kž /
ls1 < < < <J spy1 K sp
The equation
j Žn . n w Žn . s h Žn .
h nŽ . Ž . Žis equivalent to a system of linear equations in unknowns thep p y 1
Žn ..unknowns here are the components of w .
For our purposes it will suffice to use only p q 1 of these equations. In
fact, we will use precisely the equations coming from the coefficients of
< < Ž .  4  4dt with K s p, K s k , . . . , k and k , . . . , k ; 1, 2, . . . , p q 1 .K 1 p 1 p
Žn . Ž . The unknowns involved will be w where J s j , . . . , j and j ,J 1 py1 1
4  4. . . , j ; 1, 2, . . . , p q 1 .py1
We will use the notations:
$
Ž j.dt s dt n ??? n dt n ??? n dt ,1 j pq1
$ $
Ž j , k .dt s dt n ??? n dt n ??? n dt n ??? n dt ,1 j k pq1
Žn . Žn . Ã Ãw s w with J s 1, . . . , j, . . . , k , . . . , p q 1 andŽ .j , k J
Žn . Žn . Ãn s n with K s 1, . . . , j, . . . , p q 1 .Ž .j K
Thus, we have
pq1
Žn . Žn . Ž j , k . Žn . Ž j.b dt n w dt s h dt .Ý Ý Ýl l j , k jž /ž /
ls1  4  4J; 1, . . . , pq1 k; 1, . . . , pq1
2.2.1Ž .
For example, for j s 1 we have:
pq1 pq1
lŽn . 1 Žn . Žn . Ž1 , l . Žn . Žn . 1h dt s b dt n w dt s y1 b w dt .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý1 l l 1, l l 1, l
ls2 ls2
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For j s 2, we have:
pq1 pq1
lŽn . 2 Žn . Žn . Ž2 , l . Žn . Žn . 2h dt s b dt n w dt s y1 b w dt .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 l l 2, l l 2, l
ls1 ls1
l/2 l/2
Ž .We may view 2.2.1 as a matrix equation of the form
MX s B
p q 1Ž . Ž .where M is a matrix of type p q 1 = given by:2
M s M MŽ .1 2
where
pq1Žn . Žn . Žn .¡b yb ??? y1 bŽ .2 3 pq1
Žn .b 0 ??? 01
Žn .M s 0 b ??? 01 1
. .. .. .
Žn .¢ 0 0 ??? b1
and
0 ??? ??? 0
pq1Žn . Žn .yb ??? ??? y1 bŽ .3 pq1
Žn .b 0 ??? 0M 22 . .. .. . 0pŽn . Žn .0 0 ??? b ??? y1 bŽ .2 p
p q 1Ž .and X is a matrix of type = 1 given by:2
tŽn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .X s w ??? w w ??? w ??? w w wŽ .1, 2 1, pq1 2, 3 2, pq1 py1, p py1, pq1 p , pq1
Ž .and B is a matrix of type p q 1 = 1 given by
tŽn . Žn .B s h ??? h .Ž .1 pq1
Denoting the lines of M by l , . . . , l it is easily verified that1 pq1
pq1




jq1y1 b h s 0.Ž .Ý j j
js1
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Ž Žn . Žn ..If ¤ were to define a distribution then ¤ p , q would be tempered;Ã
Ž Žn . Žn .. Žn . Žn .in particular a q h , h , . . . , h would be tempered.1 2 pq1
Now,
a Žn . s a Žn . q h Žn . y h Žn .Ž .1 1
1
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .s a q h y b hŽ . Ž .1 1 1Žn .b1
pq11 jq1Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .s a q h y y y1 b hŽ .Ž . Ý1 j jŽn . ½ 5b1 js2
pq1 Žn .bjjq1Žn . Žn . Žn .s a q h q y1 hŽ .Ž . Ý1 jŽn .b1js2
< Žn . < < Žn . <and since b F b we would getj 1
pq1
Žn . Žn . Žn . Žn .a F a q h q hÝ1 j
js2
and
nr2Žn . Žn . Žn .a s p q qŽ .1
would be tempered.
We have reached a contradiction.
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